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ABSTRACT

The present study investigated the effects of visual
modeling and verbal modeling of a creative thinking strategy
on the creative performance of 54 EMR and 68 normal IQ children
ages 10, 11, and 12.

The modeling strategy consisted of the

elaboration or embellishment of blank five-inch squares drawn
on a large poster board.

Subjects were exposed to one of the

following videotaped treatment conditions: (a) visual modeling
of the strategy (no spoken commentary), (b) verbal modeling of
the strategy (no accompanying pictorialization), (c) visualverbal modeling of the strategy (model described in detail what
she was drawing), and (d) no-modeling (model played card games).
Multivariate procedures were used to assess treatment
effects upon children's elaboration, originality, fluency and
flexibility scores as measured on the Circles Test (parallel task),
the Incomplete Pictures Test (firm generalization task), and the
Picture Construction Activity (stringent generalization task) of
the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking, Figural Form B.
Results indicated that nonverbal creative performance of
normal IQ and EMR children of comparable age could be significantly
influenced by modeling procedures*
Findings showed that normal IQ children who were exposed to
visual and/or verbal modeling attained significantly higher
elaboration scores on all three generalization tasks, and higher
xi

originality scores on the parallel task than the normal IQ children
in the no-modeling treatment*

Furthermore, normal IQ children's

originality scores on the firm generalization task, and fluency
and flexibility scores on both the parallel and firm generalization
tasks, were significantly depressed compared to the no-modeling
treatment*
On the other hand, visual and/or verbal modeling of the
elaboration strategy tended to enhance all creative output in the
EMR children, not only in elaboration on all generalization tasks,
but in originality, fluency and flexibility on both parallel and
firm generalization tasks*
The results suggest that verbal modeling and particularly
visual modeling might be an effective means of enhancing creative
performance in nonverbal areas*

Results were discussed in terms

of social learning theory; the normal IQ children's ability to
accurately discriminate the precise creativity strategy demonstra
ted; and the EMR children's more general responses to the modeling
stimuli*

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of
modeling a creative thinking strategy on the creative performance of
educable mentally retarded children and of children of normal intel
ligence. The motivation for this work did not arise out of a detached
or

impersonal desire to prove a point, but a belief that society

would benefit from practical methods of enhancing creativity.

This

study was based on the assumption that creativity is not exclusively
a capacity of outstanding, "gifted," or productive people but that,
under appropriate environmental circumstances, it can and should be
inculcated in individuals not generally thought to be capable of
creative accomplishment (Royce, 1898; Rossman, 1931; Maslow, 1959;
Osborn, 1960; Rogers, 1962). This chapter includes a literature
review covering: an overview of the history of the field; creativity
and intelligence; training of creativity and modeling research.

It

also includes a statement of the hypotheses tested in this study.

Historical Overview
The phenomenon we call creativity has intrigued and inspired
men for many years.

Interest in the area may be traced back to such

writers as Jastrow (1898), Simpson (1922), Cleeton (1926), Hansbrook
(1931), Hartman (1931), Hutchinson (1931), and Harms (1939). In 1931
1

2

Rossman made an extensive survey of the personality characteristics
and working methods of inventors and reported that "many inventors
attribute the formation of the mental patterns to the subconscious
mind" (p.86). Hadamard (1949), in studying the psychology of in
vention in great mathematicians, reported a spontaneous, involuntary
and automatic quality of the creative thinking process, and quoted
both Einstein and PoincarS in support of the claim that creative
thinking involves subconscious or nonverbal mental activity#

Rossman

(1931), Maier (1930), Hadamard (1949), and Ghiselin (1952) have
reported that withdrawal into subconscious (often termed "incubation")
is usually followed by a sudden flash of "illumination" leading to
creative production.

Ribot (1906) and Rossman (1931) both noted a

zealous emotional component in creative production.

On a Freudian

note, Ribot stated that the creative process involves the whole of
the individual, the condition of his body, his emotions, his percep
tions, and his conscious as well as unconscious mental processes,
including dreams.

He concluded, somewhat metaphysically, that "all

creation ... implies a unifying, synthetic principle" (Ribot, 1906,
p. 79).
It was not until 1950 that the study of creativity formally
entered the rigorous realm of psychological investigation and exper
imentation in an epoch making paper by J. P. Guilford in the American
Psychologist called "Creativity."

In this article Guilford defined

the creative personality as one which has "patterns of traits" char
acteristic of creative persons, thereby putting creativity into the

3

domain of trait theory.

A trait is considered to be a distinguish

able, relatively enduring property of human beings, a predetermined
underlying disposition of the individual that dictates consistent,
stable cross-situational behavior*

Traits may be determined

hereditarily, environmentally, or through an interaction of the tW>
(Guilford, 1950). Using factor-analytic techniques Guilford and his
colleagues fractionalized creative thinking into such "aptitude"
traits as fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration (Wilson,
Guilford, Christensen, and Lewis, 1954; Guilford, 1956, 1959a, 1959b;
Berger, Guilford and Christensen, 1957).

Originality indicates the

uniqueness of a response. Flexibility is a measure of the ability to
shift from one class of thinking to another. Fluency reflects the
number of relevant responses given by a subject within a specified
time limit.

Elaboration is defined in terms of the number of ideas

used by an individual to build onto the basic response. Guilford
also proposed "nonaptitude" creativity traits such as motivation and
temperament (Guilford, 1950, 1959b).
Guilford believed that most of the aptitude traits of creativ
ity were classifiable as part of a larger group of divergent thinking
abilities. Divergent thinking has been described as the generation
of diverse ideas from given information.

Guilford noted that other

abilities contributing to creative thinking could be found in his
three-dimensional comprehensive theoretical model called the Structure
of Intellect. Guilford's model incorporated a total of 120
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potentially independent intellectual abilities, 70 of which have been
identified through factor-analytic techniques (Guilford, 1956, 1957,
1959a, 1959b, 1959c, 1963, 1964,1967a, 1967b).
Major take-offs of the work of Guilford and his colleagues
involved research by Torrance (1962, 1963, 1965a, 1965b), Getzels
and Jackson (1958), and Taylor (1959)#
Early research concerned itself with assessment and identi
fication of creative talent, as well as the relationship between
creativity and intelligence.

With a focus on assessing the creativity

traits of fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration Torrance
developed a series of verbal and nonverbal creativity tests, first
called the Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking (in Torrance, 1962),
later revised and renamed the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking
(Torrance, 1966).

Many other tests have been developed in recent

years, as witnessed by the 110 tests listed in the Journal of Creative
Behavior (Kaltsounis, 1971, 1972; Davis, 1971).

Creativity and Intelligence
Early research dealing with the relationship of intelligence
to creativity attempted to indicate that creative behavior is not
related to an individual's level of intelligence or intelligence
quotient, i.e., IQ (Getzels and Jackson, 1962; Torrance, I960;
Wallach and Kogan, 1965).

However, it has been generally thought

that children with limited intellectual abilities possess limited cre
ative potential (Anastasi and Schaefer, 1971; Kazelskis, Jenkins, and
Lingle, 1972; Simon and Ward, 1973).

5

Several research studies have dealt with the assessment of
creativity in retarded children*

They have indicated that while

significant differences between educable mentally retarded (EMR) and
normal IQ children are found on verbal measures of creativity, no such
differences are found on nonverbal measures (Tisdall, 1962; Stern;
1963; Kelson, 1965; Smith, 1967) However, in none of these studies
was it indicated that the chronological ages (CA's) of the EMR and
normal IQ children were comparable; in fact, in two cases the EMR's
were stated to be older and in a third it was implied that they were
older*
Using three verbal and three nonverbal creativity tests de
vised by Torrance, Tisdall (1962) observed that when EMR children were
compared with a group of intellectually normal IQ children, the latter
group was superior to the retarded group on all the verbal items,
but no significant difference was found on nonverbal items*

Tisdall

did not indicate exact chronological or mental ages of his subjects,
but did indicate that all children, except some of the retardates who
had repeated first grade, had been attending school for two years*
In a study by Stern (1963) a total of 116 elementary school
children, ages 9 through 13, were selected*

Ninety-six of the chil

dren were divided into three groups of 32 each, according to their
intelligence scores as determined by the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for Children (WISC):

EMR, normal IQ and superior*

Each group was

divided equally by sex and further divided by social class level:
middle and lower*

Selected for study was an additional group of 20
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normal IQ children who had mental ages (MMs) comparable to a random
ly selected group of 20 of the 32 EMR children*

Since the MA's were

the same it must be assumed that the EMR children were chronological
ly older than the normal IQ children#

The measures of creativity

selected in the study were two verbal and two nonverbal tests devised
by Torrance. The following results were obtained: (1) EMR children
did not differ significantly from normal IQ children with comparable
MA's in flexibility on nonverbal tests; (2) EMR children were less
original than normal children with comparable MA's on verbal tests
of creativity; (3) EMR children did not differ significantly from
normal IQ children with comparable MA's in originality on nonverbal
tests*
Kelson (1965) attempted to explore the factors comprising
creative ability throughout the intelligence range*

She was partic

ularly concerned with creativity as evidenced by nonverbal behavior
in EMR children.

She hypothesized that EMR children would achieve

higher scores in a battery of nonverbal creativity tasks assessing
fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration than in a battery
of verbal creativity tasks assessing the same factors*

The study

included 120 children with 30 in each of the experimental groups*
Each child was given the WISC and the Nonverbal Form A and a selected
subtest of the Verbal Form A of the Minnesota Tests of Creative Think
ing*

The most significant result of the study was that EMR children

were more proficient on nonverbal creative thinking tasks than on
verbal tasks*

Their nonverbal scores on measures of creative
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production did not differ significantly from the nonverbal scores of
the intellectually normal IQ children. There was no indication of the
ages of the children in any group*
Another related study by Smith (1967) was designed to deter
mine on which of 22 creativity factors from eight Guilford-type tests,
a group of 48 EMR children in the regular fifth grade would differ
from a group of intellectually normal IQ children.

The groups were

matched for sex, race, socio-economic level, school, and classroom*
The EMR children had a mean chronological age of 129*32 months, which
was significantly older (£<*05) than the normal IQ children who had
a mean chronological age of 115*16 months.

Smith found that the nor

mal IQ children significantly surpassed the EMR children on 12 of 14
verbal factors, but on none of the seven nonverbal factors*

Smith did

note that when CA's were covaried six of the nonverbal variables fa
vored the intellectually normal IQ children*
Thus, in four different studies (Tisdall, 1962; Stern, 1963;
Kelson, 1965; Smith, 1967) it has been observed that EMR children were
more proficient in nonverbal creative thinking tasks than in verbal
creative thinking tasks*

It is impossible to conclude that EMR and

normal IQ children of the same chronological age would necessarily
perform equally well even on nonverbal tasks*

However, there is .

clearly a suggestion that the intriguingly high performance of EMR
children in nonverbal areas (particularly when the MA.fs are equiva
lent to normals) points to an area of untapped strength in these
children worthy of further exploration*
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While it may seem at first glance that these results are
manifestations of weak instrumentation, this interpretation may be
unjust because of observed differences between other exceptional and
normal samples on the same nonverbal creativity measures (Smith and
McWilliams, 1966), and because there is evidence suggesting that chil
dren are more responsive in areas of maximum development than in areas
of minimum development (Ausubel, 1963). In clarifying the direction
ality of this selective development, Ausubel has written about the
plasticity of intelligence, i.e., the young organism's freedom to
respond developmentally in a given direction when faced with appro
priate environmental stimulation*

As the organism develops, the

intellect becomes increasingly more differentiated and by the time an
individual reaches preadolescence and adolescence differential factors
of relative ability, specialized training, interest, experience of
failure and success, motivation, and cultural expectation operate
selectively to develop certain potential abilities and to leave others
relatively undeveloped.

Evidence in support of these ideas comes

from the work of Havighurst and Janke (1944), Janke and Havighurst
(1945), and Vernon (1948) who showed that, in high school drop-outs
or children of low socioeconomic status, verbal abilities tended to
not improve or to decline in favor of increasing mechanical aptitude,
thereby pointing out selective development in areas of maximum poten
tial.
Further justification for the EMR children's strong perform*
ance in nonverbal dimensions of creativity and their poorer
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performance in verbal creativity comes from research by Gallagher
and Lucito (1961) on the intellectual patterns of gifted, average,
and retarded children.

Through an analysis of Wechsler scale subtests

these authors found that EMR children have relatively greater compe
tency and a more positive reaction to nonverbal than to verbal stim
uli, which on the Wechsler scales have been termed Spatial-Perceptual
or Nonverbal Organization ability.

Conversely, Gallagher and Lucito

found that retarded groups scored relatively low in Verbal Comprehen
sion which included information storage and word knowledge*

They

concluded that the relative strength of the Spatial-Perceptual or
Nonverbal Organization factor in the retardates indicated a superior
capacity to use structured concrete visual materials. "This would
seem to point the way to the use of those kinds of materials to help
establish the needed intellectual skills, and suggests the use of
these techniques to help build verbal abstractions in the program,
if possible" (Gallagher and Lucito, 1961, p.481).
From the foregoing, it is evident that in this new and
rapidly expanding field of creativity children with limited intel
lectual abilities are not equally limited in creative potential.
As a result of the development of tools for assessing creativity
traits and performance, it has been found, for example, that EMR
children show wide differences in their creative abilities on verbal
and nonverbal tasks. These children appear to be significantly
stronger in nonverbal as compared with verbal creative thinking.
With the advent of creativity training it would appear that nonverbal
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creativity would be an area well worth further exploration and devel
opment in all children*

Creativity Training Research
Creativity training has had a natural evolution of its own*
In reviewing and surveying the literature on creativity theory and
research, William E* Roweton (1970) noted that creativity has been
studied traditionally with either a "process" or a "product" orienta
tion to creative behavior.

Included in the "process" orientation

are, for example, approaches involving psychoanalytic theory and
humanistic psychology (e*g*, Maslow and Rogers)*

In each of these

approaches creative behavior is viewed as a natural capability pres
ent in all men*

Included in a "product" orientation to creativity

are the S-R behavioristic approach emphasizing experimental research
designs (e*g*, Maltzman, 1960; Mednick, 1962; Staats, 1968), and the
operational approach emphasizing the training of creativity (e.g*,
Davis and Houtman, 1968; Parnes and Harding, 1962)*
The most popular operational approaches for training of
creativity have been Osborn's (1948, 1963) group brainstorming proce
dure and William J* J* Gordon's (1956, 1961) group problem-solving
method, Synectics*

Other operational training programs include ttyron

Allen's (1962, 1966) morphological synthesis, R* Crawford's (1948,
1954) attribute-listing technique, Upton and Samson's (1963) work-book
program Creative Analysis, and the checklist procedures of Davis and
his colleagues (Davis, 1969; Davis and Houtman, 1968; Davis and Rowe
ton, 1968)*

In addition to all of these training procedures, numerous

curriculum and instructional programs have been developed to stim
ulate creative growth, and many articles and books have been ad
dressed to the classroom teacher in order to provide her with ideas
for enhancing creativity in the classroom*
Several experimental research studies have involved the
improvement of creative thinking through creativity training
procedures which include brainstorming principles, idea-generating
techniques, free-association, incubation, breaking away from the
obvious and commonplace, transposition, analogy, restructuring,
and synthesis (e*g*, Maltzman, Borgartz, and Breger, 1958; Mednick,
1962; Torrance, 1965; Parnes, 1966; Khatena, 1970, 1971).
Khatena (1971) studied the effects of presenting 118 dis
advantaged preschool children (52 males and 66 females) with a
deliberate training procedure incorporating three creative thinking
strategies designed to increase their creative behavior as measured
by the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, Figural Forms A and B*
The three creative thinking strategies included: breaking away from
the obvious and commonplace, restructuring, and synthesis. The
children were provided with three different activities which called
for the use of these strategies*

The first of these activities re

quired the child to break away from the perceptual set of the square
by making other common objects like a door or a window*

For the sec

ond and third activities a 6 X 8 inch black flannel board and thirty
plastic pieces shaped as triangles, rectangles and semicircles (ten
of each) were provided*

In the second activity, the children were

allowed to use only three triangles, four rectangles, and four
semicircles which had been structured as a man.

The children were

taught to restructure this picture and later were encouraged to
restructure on the basis of imagination. The third activity allowed
the children to synthesize all 30 pieces into an original picture.
The teachers were trained for two hours a day over a period of two
days prior to the experiment. The experimental subjects were trained
by these teachers for one hour a day over a period of six days.
Analysis of variance of posttest scores showed significant main ef
fects for the experimental groups on fluency, flexibility, original
ity, and elaboration.

Significant interaction effects for training

and sex, and training and testing, were found only for fluency and
elaboration, respectively. Khatena concluded that preschool disad
vantaged children could be taught to think in more creative ways.
Training procedures have also been undertaken with EMR
children (Rouse, 1963; Ladner, 1971; Carter, Richmond and Bundschuh,
1973).
Rouse (1963) attempted to increase creativity in 47 EMR
children by administering a 30-lesson training program in verbal
and nonverbal areas. The training program employed highly stimu
lating discussions, special techniques, and brainstorming.

Improve

ment in creative output was measured using Torrance's Product
Improvement Test (verbal) and Circles Test (nonverbal).

Rouse found

that the training program was successful in enhancing creativity
scores on both subtests.
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A similar study involving 32 EMR children and employing
Rouse's 30-lesson training program with an emphasis on brainstorming
was conducted by Ladner (1971). The testing instruments used to
measure creativity were verbal and nonverbal portions of the Torrance
Tests of Creative Thinking. She found that brainstorming was both ac
cepted by EMR children and effective in improving verbal and nonverbal
creative output*
Carter, Richmond, and Bundschuh (1973) studied the effects
of a four week long visual-motor or kinesthetic-motor training pro
gram on 26 EMR children using all subtests of the Torrance Test of
of Creative Thinking, Figural Form A as the measurement instrument.
They found that only visual-motor training had a major effect on
enhancing nonverbal creativity, specifically flexibility.
These studies indicate that creativity training of EMR chil
dren is possible and has been successful. Since the greatest creative
strengths of these children have been found in nonverbal areas, and
since inroads have already been made, there would appear to be a
clear mandate to push forward in applying the most promising tech
niques to assist these children in the maximal development of their
potential. It is also clear that creativity training is equally
applicable to all children and should be encouraged.

Research on the Modeling of Creativity
Recently, an interesting aspect in the domain of creativity
training has been explored. This aspect involves the study of the
influence of modeling on creativity.

Modeling is a process whereby new modes of behavior are ac
quired and existing response patterns are extensively modified through
the observation of a model (Bandura, 1969, 1971). In recent years
modeling procedures have been widely used in research studies for the
development of social, emotional, and conceptual modes of behavior.
In these investigations, models have demonstrated requisite behavior
and conditions were arranged for optimal observational learning to
occur*

In the area of cognition, the effects of modeling have been

demonstrated on language (e*g*, Bandura and Harris, 1966; Liebert,
Odom, Hill, and Huff, 1969; Rosenthal and Whitebook, 1970; Harris and
Hassemer, 1972; Rosenthal and Carroll, 1972), concept attainment
(Rosenthal, Alford, and Rasp, 1972; Zimmerman and Rosenthal, 1972a,
1972b), conceptual learning in retardates (Forehand and Yoder, 1973;
Yoder and Forehand, 1974), information-seeking strategies (Rosenthal,
Zimmerman, and Durning, 1970; Rosenthal and Zimmerman, 1972b), con
servation (Rosenthal and Zimmerman, 1972a; Zimmerman and Rosenthal,
1974), and responses to Luchin's water-jar problems (Rosenbaum and
Arenson, 1967). Somewhat more recent have been investigations as
sessing the effects of modeling procedures upon creative thinking
processes (Zimmerman and Dialessi, 1973; Harris and Fisher, 1973;
Harris and Evans, 1973; Belcher, 1973; John, 1972).
Zimmerman and Dialessi (1973) examined the influence of
modeling in four sets of verbal responses from the Torrance Tests of
Creative Thinking. Sixty boys and 60 girls, fifth graders (chronolog
ical ages 9*9 to 12*3 years) from Anglo-American lower-middle class

backgrounds, were used as subjects*

Four separate groups of random

ly assigned subjects observed a model who displayed either high or
low fluency or flexibility#

The videotaped model portrayed "unusual

uses for cardboard boxes" in each of the four experimental conditions#
Immediately following the training the subjects were asked to write
down as many "unusual uses for tin cans" as they could (parallel gen
eralization) and immediately thereafter subjects were given "Just
suppose a great fog covered the earth • • •" task as a measure of
stringent generalization.

Results indicated that high model fluency

significantly increased subject fluency and flexibility measures on
the parallel task.

A marginally significant increase in observer

fluency was noted on the stringent generalization task. Contrary to
predictions, increased model flexibility produced significant de
creases in observer fluency and flexibility measures on both the
parallel and stringent generalization tasks. The authors explained
this by pointing out that a task requiring active production of many
dissimilar ideas might have introduced an evaluative component into
the child's thinking, thereby decreasing fluency.

Because of the

high correlation between fluency and flexibility (parallel task r =
.70, stringent generalization task r = .84) this decrease in fluency
would be expected to produce a decrease in flexibility, which was
observed. The incidence of mimicry (exact imitation or copying of the
model's responses) was only 2.14%.
Harris and Fisher (1973) studied the effects of modeling on
flexibility in problem solving by randomly assigning 141 male and
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female college students to five treatment groups*

These groups con

sisted of three experimental groups observing a model solving anagrams
either in a flexible or in two various rigid ways; the other two
groups were control groups*

Results indicated that the subjects

who observed a model solving anagrams in a flexible manner solved
anagrams more flexibly than subjects in the other conditions*

In

addition, all the modeling groups solved anagrams more flexibly than
the two control groups*

Harris and Evans (1973) attempted to deter

mine whether exposure to a symbolic model in written form could af
fect creative behavior*

One hundred and thirty male and female

college students were randomly exposed to a prolific divergent
thinking model, a prolific convergent thinking model, an inadequate
convergent thinking model, or no model on an unusual uses task*
Results showed that on identical, similar, and generalization tasks
the subjects exposed to either convergent model tended to show more
convergent responses and fewer divergent responses than those exposed
to a divergent thinking model*

On four of the nine measures females

scored significantly higher than males, but there were no significant
sex by treatment interactions*
A study involving the effects of modeling on creative behav
ior was conducted by Belcher (1973)*

The purpose of this study was

to demonstrate the feasibility of using film-mediated models to en
gender creative or original verbal responding in children*

Further

more, Belcher attempted to examine whether observational learning had
a visible training effect on creativity and whether the potency of the

effect exceeded the more commonly employed media of written in
struction*

Six groups of equal size were employed with a sample

totalling 187 eighth graders. Two groups were controls, two viewed
the experimental film, and two read the creativity training program*
One group of each of the three pairs received a pretest while the
other did not, to determine if pretesting influenced the results*
All six groups were posttested.

Results indicated that of the three

groups taking the pre- and posttests, the two experimental groups
(film and reading) showed a significant positive effect for fluency
from the pre- to the posttest*
effects*

The control showed no significant

It was found that the experimental film and the reading

materials had a positive effect upon verbal fluency but neither
manipulation seemed to affect originality*
John (1972) attempted to investigate the relationship of
modeling to children's ideational fluency using a random sample of
52 fifth and sixth graders, and pretested them using an adapted form
of the Guilford Ideational Fluency Test*

Using these pretest results,

she selected three groups of six children: a control group, a homo
geneous group (all with similar pretest amounts of ideational fluen*
cy), and a heterogeneous group (all with varying pretest ideational
fluency)*

Three similar groups were selected from the original 52

children (selection based on linear regression models) and these were
not pretested*

All groups then took part in discussion sessions

using open ended stories; the sessions were taped, transcribed, and
analyzed*

All groups were then posttested on an alternate form of
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Guilford's test.

Results indicated a general trend for imitation

of ideas and increased ideational fluency, most clearly noted in
the heterogeneous group*

Modeling is generally emerging as a versatile, straightsforward method of altering behavior.

In view of its simplicity,

it is surprising that it did not achieve wider acceptance or use
long ago. As a means of influencing creative behavior the capabili
ties of modeling are, as yet, largely unexplored but certainly
warrant further trial.

Statement of Purposes and Hypotheses
Many parallel and evolutionary developments in the field of
creativity have created a milieu which now make it possible to pose
and answer some basic questions involving creativity in EMR and
normal IQ children. We know that EMR children have creative poten
tial, which is stronger in nonverbal than verbal areas. We know
that creativity in normal and EMR children can be trained.

And we

know that modeling has shown great promise as a workable tool in this
training process.
It is therefore a logical and important next step to determine
whether modeling can be used to enhance creative output in EMR and
normal IQ children, particularly on nonverbal tasks. Another unresearched question answerable by these methods is whether visual
modeling is as effective in enhancing creative performance as verbal
modeling, or a combination of verbal and visual modeling.
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In designing a comprehensive study to determine the
effects of modeling on nonverbal creative performance, all of
i

Guilford's four aptitude traits of fluency, flexibility,
originality and elaboration will be used#

These diverse measures

are included even though modeling training is confined to the
elaboration dimension, since research has indicated that creative
measures are differentially intercorrelated to some degree (Zimmer
man and Dlalessi, 1973).

A thorough evaluation of the effects of

modeling a creative thinking strategy on creative responding
requires not only direct measures of the target creative dimension,
but also measures of the related creativity dimensions#

Although

no correlated changes could be predicted on an a priori basis, all
four measures will be analyzed in order to discover indirect
effects on the other creativity dimensions. This approach enables
one to determine the effects of modeling on more global patterns
of creative responding.
The purpose of the present investigation is to demonstrate
the effects of the modeling of an elaboration creative thinking
strategy on increasing the creative ability of both EMR and normal
IQ children, as measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking,
Figural Form B. Furthermore, this study examines whether visual
modeling is as effective as verbal modeling.

This investigation was designed to test the following
hypotheses:
1. Children exposed to verbal modeling will show
significantly more elaboration than those not exposed
2*

Children exposed to visual modeling will show
significantly more elaboration than those not exposed

3. Normal 1Q children will score significantly higher in
elaboration than EMR children of the same chronolog
ical age*
4*

A significant intellectual effect is predicted for
EMR and normal IQ children of the same chronological
ages on their fluency, flexibility, and originality
scores*

As part of a comprehensive evaluation, statistical tests
will also be conducted on the effects of visual modeling and
verbal modeling on the creativity dimensions of originality,
fluency and flexibility, as well as on the effects of sex on all
four creativity dimensions*

Because no changes can be predicted

on an a priori basis, no formal hypotheses are advanced*

CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

This study investigated the creative elaboration of educable
mentally retarded and normal IQ boys and girls on the Torrance Test
of Creative Thinking, Figural Form B (Torrance, 1966) as a result of
exposure to a modeled creative thinking strategy.

The creative think

ing strategy that was modeled was the strategy of elaboration*
Elaboration has been operationally defined as the addition of lines,
curves or angles to a basic figural object in such a way as to embel
lish or develop it with communicative detail (not random lines)*
This chapter includes a description of the subjects used,
the model's task and performance, the procedures employed, the test
ing instruments and creativity categories scored, and finally the
experimental design and statistical analysis utilized*

Subjects
A total of 34 male and 34 female normal IQ children from
fifth and sixth grade classrooms in Corbett Elementary School in
Tucson, Arizona were selected and randomly assigned to one of the
four experimental groups, with the restriction that no fewer than
five boys and five girls appear in each of the experimental con
ditions*

The population of the neighborhood surrounding Corbett

School consists primarily of middle to low-middle class families
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with a mixture of racial and cultural backgrounds which are rep
resentative of the population in Tucson schools in general*

Of

the 68 normal IQ children, 49 were Anglo-American, 14 were MexicanAmerican and five were black? i.e., 72*067., 20*59% and 7*357.
respectively*

They ranged in age from 10*0 to 12*6 years with a

mean age of 11*31 years*

All children had received the Lorge-

Thorndike Intelligence Test within the past year and had all
obtained stanines of 4, 5 and 6 on the verbal battery*

These sta-

nines correspond to WISC deviation IQ scores of approximately 89 to
111*

The mean stanine score was 4*9*
In addition to the 68 normal 10 children, a total of 30 male

and 24 female EMR children from self-contained EMR classrooms in five
elementary schools in Tucson, Arizona were also selected*

They were

also assigned in a random order to one of the four experimental condi
tions, with the restriction that no fewer than five girls and five
boys appear in each of the conditions*

The children were from middle

to low-middle class families with a mixture of racial and cultural
backgrounds representative of Tucson schools in general*

Of the 54

EMR children, 39 were Anglo-American, 12 were Mexican-American, and
three were black; i.e., 72*227., 22*227. and 5*567. respectively. They
ranged in age from 10*1 to 12*6 years with a mean age of 11*39 years*
All children had previously been given the Stanford-Binet Intelligence
Scale or the WISC before placement in the self-contained classrooms,
and all IQ's of the children ranged between 48 and 77*

This would

correspond to stanines of 1 and 2 on the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence
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Test*

A mean IQ could not be computed because one school was not

given authorization to release exact IQ scores*
The author served as experimenter and a four foot tall, blonde,
10 year old, Anglo-American female served as model*

The Model's Task and Performance
In order to eliminate subtle variations in the model's presen
tation of the elaboration strategy, all modeling procedures were
videotaped on a one-half inch Sony AV 3600 recorder for an eleven
minute episode*
In order to demonstrate the impact of modeling a creative
thinking strategy visual modeling of the elaboration strategy and
verbal modeling of the elaboration strategy were systematically manip
ulated according to a 2 X 2 factorial arrangement*

This resulted in

four treatment groups: visual-verbal modeling, visual modeling, verbal
modeling and no-modeling*

Visual-Verbal Modeling Treatment
In this treatment the model pictorially demonstrated the
elaboration strategy along with a verbal description of the strategy.
She demonstrated the strategy using a 28 X 44 inch piece of white
poster board with 15 squares, five inches on an edge, evenly arranged
in a 5 X 3 array*

The model demonstrated this strategy pictorially

using a black magic marker, starting at the upper left hand corner
and proceeding in rows toward the lower right hand corner, elabora
ting on nine squares in turn*
one of the pictures*

Two of the squares were joined in
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The verbalization of the elaboration strategy accompanied the
creative pictorial elaboration on each of the nine squares*

Each

picture in turn was explained in detail as all pictorial embellish
ments were made. The model performed for approximately 1*3 minutes
on each square except the last square which was left incomplete*
In order to avoid the modeling of original or unusual child
responses, the objects drawn by the model were selected from approxi
mately 100 drawings obtained from second and third grade children in
a San Manuel, Arizona elementary school*

Prior to the study, these

children were each given a mimeographed sheet with 18 one inch squares
on them and were asked to draw pictures or objects using the squares
as the main part of whatever they made*

All items chosen for the mod

el to reproduce appeared several times in these drawings although the
investigator failed to record the exact frequency with which they oc
curred before returning the drawings to the children*

Excluding the

ninth square which was left incomplete, the model elaborated between
15 and 34 times on each square, for a total elaboration score of 151*
Appendix A contains an illustration of the model's pictorial
elaborations and a transcription of the accompanying verbalization*

Visual Modeling Treatment
In this treatment the model pictorially demonstrated the
elaboration strategy with no accompanying explanation of the strategy*
The same videotape was used as in the visual-verbal modeling treat
ment, but the sound was turned off*

Thus, both the visual-verbal

modeling and the visual modeling treatments received exactly the same
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visual information of the elaboration strategy (see illustration
in Appendix A).

Verbal Modeling Treatment
In this treatment the model explained the elaboration strategy
without drawing any of the stimulus pictures.

Using task materials

identical to the previous treatments, the model demonstrated the
strategy by looking at each blank square in turn synchronizing her
pointing to the soundtrack of the videotape (i.e., approximately 1*3
minutes on each square) used in the visual-verbal modeling treatment*
Thus the verbal modeling treatment received exactly the same explana
tion of the elaboration strategy as did the visual-verbal modeling
treatment (see Appendix A)*
In each of the modeling procedures, the model attempted to
display nonverbal "brainstorming" responses in as realistic a fashion
as possible.
No-Modeling Treatment
In this treatment the model was shown playing a card game
while she explained the rules of the game. This demonstration lasted
for the same length of time as the previous three treatments.

Procedures
The children were taken in groups of between four and six
to the test room by the experimenter and seated comfortably before
a 22 inch Setchell-Carlson high resolution monitor.
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For all the children the experimenter gave the following
instructions:
I believe you will have a lot of fun doing the games we
have planned for this period. These games will give you
a chance to see how good you are at thinking up ideas for
solving problems* They will call for imagination and
thinking ability. Ready now — put on your thinking caps
and first we will watch this videotape and then do our
games•
The television monitor was then turned on by the experi
menter.
Each videotape began with the experimenter saying:
Hello boys and girls. Today we are going to play some
games and we have someone special to help us. She knows
how to play these games very well. Let's all watch
carefully and she will show us what to do.
In addition to the previous statement, the three creative
modeling treatment tapes included the following instructions to
the model:
Hi Janice. Would you show us how many objects or pic
tures you can make from the squares on this board?
The squares should be the main part of whatever you
draw. You can draw inside the squares, outside the
squares or both inside and outside the squares —
wherever you want, in order to make your picture. Try
to think of things that no one else will think of.
Make as many different pictures or objects as you can
and put as many ideas as you can in each one. Make
them tell as complete and as interesting a story as
you can.
At this point, one of the three creative modeling demonstrations
began.
Immediately after observing the tape the subjects were
given the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking, Figural Form B, ac
cording to the standard procedures specified in the directions manual.

The entire treatment plus testing procedure lasted approximately
45 to 50 minutes per group of four to six children.

The time of day

at which the procedures were carried out varied equally for all
treatment groups due to problems of teacher scheduling and interfer
ing commitments of the children#
After testing, the children were dismissed and asked not to
discuss the games with their classmates in order to minimize contam
ination*

The teachers were also asked to postpone any discussion

among the children about the study until all subjects had completed
the experiment*

Testing Instruments
Evaluation of the effects of treatment were accomplished
through the administration of the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking,
Figural Form B, a nonverbal test of creativity*

This test consists

of three subtests, each with a ten minute time limit*
Subtest 1 is Picture Construction Activity*

Subjects are

asked to think of a picture in which the given jelly bean curved
shape made of bright orange paper with an adhesive back, is an inte
gral part*

Subjects are asked to think of something that no one else

in the group will produce and to add ideas that will make the picture
tell as complete and as interesting a story as possible*
test is evaluated only for originality and elaboration*

This sub
Torrance

has indicated that the scoring for originality is based on the re
sponses of 223 subjects ranging from kindergarten through high school*
Originality is scored on a scale from zero to five according to the
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frequency of occurrence in this population*

The elaboration score is

obtained by giving one point for each pertinent detail or idea added
to the minimum and primary response to the stimulus figure*
Subtest 2 is the Incomplete Figures Test*

Torrance has indi

cated that this subtest was adapted from the Drawing Completion Test
developed by Kate Franck and described by Frank Barron (1958, 1963)*
This subtest has ten incomplete figures, each of which is to be com
pleted by the subject by adding lines so as to draw some object or
picture that "no one else will think of." Subjects are asked to make
each picture tell as interesting and as complete a story as possible
by building upon the initial idea.

An original title for each pic

ture is also asked for. In the present investigation the experimenter
helped all children with spelling or writing of titles when needed, as
suggested in the directions manual.
The elaboration score for subtest 2 is obtained in the same
manner as it is on subtest 1; i.e., each idea or detail added to the
original stimulus, to its boundaries, and/or to the surrounding space
receives a point.

Once again the originality score is dependent upon

the statistical infrequency of the response in the standardization.
Values of zero, one or two may be assigned to each figure through the
use of the scoring guide.

The fluency score is obtained by counting

the number of figures completed during the ten minute time limit; thus
the maximum score is ten.

Flexibility is obtained by counting the

number of different categories into which the subjects' responses fall*
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The scoring guide indicates 70 empirically derived categories*

Again

the maximum score is ten.
Subtest 3 is the Circles Test. This subtest consists of eight
rows of circles with one inch diameters; one page with instructions
contains two of the rows with three circles in each, and the facing
page has six rows with five circles in each. Torrance's instructions
attempt to influence fluency ("see how many objects or pictures you
can make"), flexibility ("make as many different kinds of pictures or
objects as you can"), originality ("try to think of things that no
one else will think of") and elaboration (put as many ideas as you
can in each one"). Once again the experimenter helped the children
in adding names or titles to the objects, as suggested in the direc
tions manual.
The scoring of elaboration on subtest 3 is the same as that
stated in the previous subtests. Again originality is based on the
statistical infrequency of responses in a standardization sample.
The scoring manual indicates the assigned scale values of zero, one
or two for various responses; however, bonus originality points are
to be added to the scores when the subject combines two or more cir
cles to make a single response.

The following scheme has been recom

mended by Torrance:
A. Combining two circles (as in eyeglasses or bicycle) - TWO
BONUS POINTS.
B. Combining three to five circles - FIVE BONUS POINTS.
C. Combining six to ten circles - TEN BONUS POINTS.
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D. Combining eleven to fifteen circles - FIFTEEN BONUS POINTS.
E.

Combining more than fifteen circles - TWENTY BONUS POINTS#

F. Combining all circles on both pages into a unified structure TWENTY-FIVE BONUS POINTS.

The fluency score is simply the number of responses made by
the subject minus the number of duplications and irrelevant responses.
The flexibility score is the number of different categories into which
a subject's responses can be classified.

The scoring guide contains 60

empirically derived categories.
On the basis of a content analysis of these subtests, it would
appear that subtest 3 is most similar to the modeling task since the
model used a number of geometric figures as basic stimuli upon which
the creative responses were performed. All other tests except this
subtest have fewer stimulus figures; subtest 1 has only one figure,
subtest 2 has more than one object, but these are not closed polygons.
So when compared to the model's task, it would appear that subtest 3
is most similar, subtest 2 is more different than 3 but probably less
different from subtest 1, which is most different from all of them.
Thus on the basis of stimulus similarity between the training task and
the testing task, the three tasks reflect different degrees of gener
alization with subtest 3 being most parallel, subtest 2 involving a
further generalization and subtest 1 being the most stringent test
of generalization.
To eliminate a possible testing effect due to the sequence of
subtest presentation, subtests were counterbalanced (i.e., 1-2-3, 3-2-1
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2-3-1, 2-1-3) within each experimental group, such that a minimum of
three possible orders occurred in each treatment group*

Much research has been done on this testing instrument by
Torrance and his colleagues.

Yamamoto (1962) obtained test-retest

reliability coefficients of .76, .63, .79, and .67 for fluency, flex
ibility, originality, and elaboration, with identical forms of the
Circles Test. Torrance and Gowan (1963) have reported correlation
coefficients of .60 to .79 for the Circles Test for a time interval
of approximately two weeks between tests, and a correlation coeffi
cient of .80 using alternate forms of the Incomplete Figures Test*
Numerous studies have been reported to substantiate construct,
content, concurrent and predictive validities (Torrance, 1966);
however, many appear nebulous and inadequate*

These studies lack

adequate conceptual and operational definitions, do not define the
universal or total domain from which representative creative samples
are taken, do not have established external criteria for various age
groups, socio-economic settings, intellectual levels or sex, do not
integrate and evaluate the extensive research literature which de
scribes widely differing external criteria of creativity, and do not
report replications, developmental, experimental or cross-cultural
investigations*

The test protocols were independently scored by the experi
menter and another adult according to the criteria listed in Torrance's
test manual*

The scorers were unaware of the experimental status of
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each child*

The elaboration, originality, fluency and flexibility

scores for the subtests (totalling ten scores for each child) that
were recorded by each scorer were separately correlated across all
subtests*

High levels of inter-scorer reliability were observed*

Reliability coefficients for all ten measures were above *99*

These

findings were relatively consistent with the results reported by
Torrance (1966)*

Research Design and Statistical Analysis
The plan used for group assignment of subjects and data
collection was based on a variant of the Posttest-Only Control Group
Design (Campbell and Stanley, 1966). The groups were assigned on the
design as shown in Figure 1*

GROUP ASSIGNMENT

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS

TREATMENT AND TEST

Visual-verbal modeling

33

R

Visual modeling

31

R

Verbal modeling

28

R

No-modeling

30

R

Figure 1*

X1
X2
X3
X4

0
0
0
0

Groups and Number of Subjects on the Experimental Design

R—random assignment of subjects to groups and groups
to treatment*
0~the posttest dependent measure, i.e., the Torrance Test
of Creative Thinking, Figural Form B*
X, .—the four treatment groups*
1-H
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Figure 1 shows that all four groups received a treatment
first, and were then given the posttest instrument*

In order to analyze the effects of verbal and visual modeling
of a creative thinking strategy, intelligence and sex on the

crea

tivity scores of EMR and normal 1Q children, a 2 (verbal modeling,
no verbal modeling) X 2 (visual modeling, no visual modeling) X 2
(normal IQ, EMR) X 2 (sex) factorial arrangement was employed.

This

yielded the sixteen cell arrangement illustrated in Figure 2•

MODELING
TREATMENT

VERBAL
Normal IQ

VISUAL

NO VERBAL
EMR

Normal IQ

EMR

male

9

8

8

8

female

9

5

10

7

male

7

7

10

7

female

8

6

7

6

NO VISUAL

Figure 2•

Verbal Modeling X Visual Modeling X Intelligence X Sex
Factorial Arrangement, with Numbers of Subjects Per Cell

The evaluation of the total impact of the model's performance
on all measures of the children's creative response was accomplished
by using a 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 multivariate analysis of variance model with
six dependent variables: the three elaboration measures for the three
subtests and the three originality measures on those tests*

A sepa

rate 2X2X2X2 multivariate analysis of variance was conducted for
the analysis of the correlated changes of the two fluency and two

flexibility measures*

All multivariate tests of significance were

based on Wilk's Lambda criterion*
Multivariate analysis of variance may be viewed as a summary
statistical procedure#

It is simply the analysis of variance using

several rather than just one dependent variable, in which these
variables are weighted to provide the maximum possible effects#

An

advantage of this procedure is that it not only compares the several
dependent variables being analyzed in terms of their joint contribu
tion to discrimination between groups, but it also determines the
most efficient combination for this purpose.

Furthermore, when sev

eral variables possessing some psychological cohesiveness are meas
ured, multivariate procedures are preferred over a proliferation of
univariate tests in much the same manner as analysis of variance is
preferred over several t-tests (McCall, 1970).
Scheffe tests (Glass and Stanley, 1970) were confuted as
post hoc analyses to identify all sources of significant differences*
Two 4 (visual-verbal modeling, verbal modeling, visual modeling, and
no-modeling treatments) X 2 ( normal IQ, EMR) analyses of variances
for unweighted means were utilized for analyzing significant differ
ences in the combining of circles on subtest 3, and for the appear
ances of mimicry*

CHAPTER III

RESULTS

In order to evaluate the total impact of the modeling proce
dures on all measures of children's creative responses, two separate
2X2X2X2 multivariate analyses of variance were performed, and
this chapter includes the results of these analyses. For the pur
poses of this study all £ values of .050 or below were considered
significant. All £ values of .051 and above were not considered sta
tistically significant.

However, throughout the study £ values

ranging from .051 to .110 were obtained, which indicated trends
which were consistent on the subtests and had a direct bearing on
the overall interpretation of the results.

Therefore in order to

take these trends into account in a meaningful way they were noted
where they occurred.

All tests of significance were based on two-

tailed probability estimates.

This chapter also includes detailed

tables and graphs pertinent to the understanding of the data, and an
analysis of mimicry.

Multivariate Analysis for Elaboration and Originality
A 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 multivariate analysis of variance model
(Morrison, 1967) was used to assess the effects of verbal modeling,
visual modeling, intelligence, and sex upon the response vector com
posed of the subjects' elaboration and originality responses on each
35
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of the three subtests of the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking,
Figural Form B. The multivariate analysis was computed to examine
the effect of treatment variations on these six dependent measures
when considered together.

The treatment variation means for each

dependent measure are presented in Table la
Model elaboration significantly enhanced children's creative
responding in general.

In examining the main effects the overall

multivariate analysis of variance in Table 2 indicated a significant
verbal modeling main effect (F^,^f.= 3*06, df = 6/101, £^.019).
Univariate F tests revealed that this verbal modeling main effect
produced significantly more creative responses on two of the six de
pendent measures: in elaboration on subtest 1 (F = 5.83, df = 1/106,
£^•017) and in originality on subtest 3 (F = 8.15, d£ = 1/106,
£<•005)*

As noted earlier, subtest 3 is the task most like the

elaboration training task.
Although statistical analysis failed to demonstrate a verbal
effect in elaboration on subtests 2 and 3, these graphs were plotted
and they indicated a clear tendency for verbal modeling to increase
elaboration scores, as compared with no-modeling (see Appendix B).
Post hoc Scheffe comparisons of group means substantiated this, with
children exposed to the verbal modeling obtaining significantly
higher scores in elaboration than those in the no-modeling group

( £ <.01).
With regard to verbal modeling effects in originality on
subtest 1, no significant changes were noted—all scores were tightly

TABLE

1

TREATMENT VARIATION MEANS FOR ELABORATION AND ORIGINALITY DEPENDENT MEASURES

Dependent Measures
Groups

Elaboration : Subtests
1

2

Orieinalitv : Subtests

3

1

2

3

Training: Separate Cells
Verbalization, Visualization

18.42

22.26

34.45

2.45

7.65

17.45

Verbalization, No Visualization

12.46

14.82

21.29

1.64

7.36

12.46

No Verbalization, Visualization

15.42

26.64

33.85

1.97

7.67

13.49

8.07

11.70

16.73

1.67

8.40

7.27

All Verbalization Groups

15.59

18.73

28.20

2.07

7.51

15.08

All No Verbalization Groups

11.38

19.52

25.70

1.83

8.02

10.52

All Visualization Groups

16.88

24.52

34.14

2.20

7.66

15.41

All No Visualization Groups

10.02

13.21

18.93

1.66

7.90

9.78

16.66

24.43

30.63

2.21

7.82

15.37

9.96

12.48

22.22

1.61

7.70

9.41

Boys

13.26

19.33

27.57

2.02

8.28

14.10

Girls

14.09

18.97

26.31

1.87

7.31

11.48

No Verbalization, No Visualization
Training: Combined Subjects

Intelligence Levels
Normal IQ Range
Retarded IQ Range
Sex

TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ELABORATION
AND ORIGINALITY BY INTELLIGENCE, SEX, AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS

Source

F

DFHYP

DFERR

P

Verbal (A)

3.06

6

101

.009

Visual (B)

9.27

6

101

.001

Intelligence (C)

6.70

6

101

.001

.87

6

101

NS

Sex (D)

A

X

B

1.01

6

101

NS

A

X

C

1.62

6

101

NS

A

X

D

.91

6

101

NS

B

X

C

2.13

6

101

.056

B

X

D

1.09

6

101

NS

C

X

D

2.03

6

101

.068

A

X

B

X

C

2.20

6

101

.049

A

X

B

X

D

.30

6

101

NS

A

X

C

X D

1.23

6

101

NS

B

X

C

X

D

1.10

6

101

NS

A

X

B X

C

.51

6

101

NS

X

D
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grouped within a narrow range of means, a phenomenon related to the
inherently limited scoring allowable on this subtest (see graph in
Appendix B).
Quite contrary to the tendency for verbal modeling to enhance
scores in elaboration and in originality on subtest 3, children of
normal intelligence displayed a decrease in originality on subtest 2
when compared with the no-modeling group.

A post hoc analysis showed

this effect to be significant at £^.01. As will be seen later, this
decrease fitted a general trend for verbal modeling and visual model
ing to have an inhibiting effect on most creativity measures other
than elaboration in normal IQ children.
The. multivariate analysis of variance also indicated a sig
nificant visual modeling main effect (j^n19.27, df = 6/101,
R<•001).

Univariate F tests revealed that the model's visual elab

oration significantly improved observer's elaboration on subtest 1
(F = 19.37, df = 1/106, £<.001), on subtest 2 (F = 26.57, df = 1/106,
£<.001), and on subtest 3 (F = 40.92, djE = 1/106, £^.001). It is
clear, therefore, that visual modeling strongly enhances elaborative
output in all children.

Post hoc comparisons of the means of all

four treatment groups indicated that the visual-verbal modeling
treatment produced significantly higher scores (£<»01) than the
verbal modeling and the no-modeling treatments for all children on
all subtests. For the retarded children in elaboration on subtest 1,
the visual-verbal modeling significantly improved scores over the
visual modeling group as well (£^.01). However, for all normal IQ
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children, visual modeling tended to be more effective than visualverbal modeling on all subtests, significantly so in elaboration on
subtest 2 (£^*01)*

This highlighted the superiority of the visual

modeling effect for enhancing elaboration*
A visual modeling main effect was also seen in originality on
subtest 3 (F = 12*14, (If = 1/106, £^*001) which paralleled that seen
with verbal modeling*

As previously noted, the low ceiling for orig

inality subtest 1 scores did not allow much variation to occuro
In spite of the fact that the interaction between observer
intelligence and visual modeling failed to reach significance (F^u^L=
2*13, df_ = 6/101, £^*056), a striking interaction between intelli
gence and visual modeling in originality on subtest 2 was revealed by
univariate F tests (F = 8*32, df = 1/106, £<'*005)*

Post hoc compar

isons of group means indicated that children of normal intelligence
who were exposed to visual modeling actually achieved significantly
lower originality scores (£^*01) than those not exposed and, in
addition, normal IQ children performed significantly lower than the
EMR children in the visual modeling exposure.

Furthermore, EMR

children exposed to visual modeling achieved significantly higher
originality scores than those not exposed*

Thus, the introduction of

visual modeling significantly improved subtest 2 originality scores
for the EMR children, but significantly lowered the originality scores
for the normal IQ children*
ure 3*

This interaction is illustrated in Fig
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Normal IQ
EMR

l
Visual
Modeling

Figure 3.

»
Visual
Modeling

Mean Originality Scores on Subtest 2 Achieved by EMR
and Normal IQ Children in Visual Modeling and No
Visual Modeling Exposures*
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With reference to the previously described detrimental effect
of verbal modeling on subtest 2 originality scores of normal IQ chil
dren, it can be seen that visual modeling produced a similar effect.
Univariate F tests also indicated a tendency toward a visual
modeling X intelligence interaction in elaboration on subtest 3
(F = 3,81, df = 1/106, £^.054). Post hoc comparisons revealed that
although visual modeling improved elaboration on subtest 3 scores of
both normal IQ and EMR groups (as previously noted), the increase in
scores in the EMR group was disproportionately greater than in the
normal IQ group#

This interaction is illustrated in Figure 4.

No significant sex main effects were noted#
There was a significant intelligence main effect

6*70,

df = 6/101, £<'•001). This multivariate effect was created by sig
nificantly higher levels of elaboration by normal IQ children on all
three subtests: subtest 1 (F = 19.04, elf = 1/106, £<.001), subtest 2
(F = 28.81, df = 1/106, £<.001), and subtest 3 (F = 11.79, df =
1/106, £<.001). There was also a significant correlated change in
originality on subtest 3 (F = 12.78, df = 1/106, £<".001). The simul
taneous increase in originality and elaboration on subtest 3 as a
result of visual modeling and intelligence main effects indicates the
moderate correlation of the relationship between these two variables
(r = .28, £<.01).
A significant multivariate triple interaction was noted. This
occurred between verbal modeling, visual modeling, and intelligence
2.21, df = 6/101, £^.05). Univariate F tests showed a

I
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• EMR
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36
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Figure 4»
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Mean Elaboration Scores on Subtest 3 Achieved by EMR
and Normal IQ Children in Visual Madeling and No
Modeling Exposures*
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significant change in originality on subtest 3 (F = 7.37, df = 1/106,
£<*008)*

Post hoc Sclieffe comparisons of group means revealed that

normal IQ children exposed to visual-verbal modeling evinced signifi
cantly more originality than EMR children within the same treatment
(p^.Ol), as well as all children, both normal and retarded, in all
other treatments (all £'s <.01). This is clearly seen in Figure 5.
Post hoc comparisons also revealed that normal IQ children in
the verbal modeling treatment scored significantly higher than the
EMR children in the same treatment in originality on subtest 3, and
higher than all children in the no-modeling treatment (all £'s^*05)*
Visual modeling alone did not significantly improve originality for
the normal IQ children.
Although modeling treatments significantly raised EMR chil
dren's originality subtest 3 scores from control levels, when looking
at the EMR children's performance it was apparent that exposure to
visual modeling alone produced significantly higher originality scores
than exposure to the visual-verbal modeling (£^*05) or the verbal
modeling alone (£<.01). Thus, the introduction of verbal modeling
in the visual-verbal modeling treatment significantly improved the
originality scores in the normal IQ children, but significantly low
ered the originality scores for the EMR children*

Furthermore, visual

modeling alone aided originality in EMR children but not in normal IQ
children*
Torrance's scoring system allows bonus points for originality
to be awarded for combining circles on subtest 3*

In order to

Visual
Verbal
Visual-Verbal
No Modeling

fi

/

a

o

i
EMR
5»

Normal IQ

Mean Originality Scores on Subtest 3 Achieved by EMR
and Normal IQ Children in Each of the Four Treatment
Conditions*

determine the effect of the model's performance (specifically with
regard to her combining two of the squares), the test protocols were
scored and analyzed for the total number of circles combined on sub
test 3. The mean number of circles combined for normal 1Q and EMR
children in each of the four treatments is presented in Table 3.
The analysis of variance for unweighted means analysis (Kirk,
1968) in Table 4 indicated a treatment main effect (£^#05)»
Post hoc comparisons revealed that the combining of circles
was significantly higher in the visual-verbal treatment as compared
to the no-modeling treatment.

No other significant comparisons

occurred.
A significant intelligence X treatment interaction was
found (£<•05). Post hoc comparisons indicated that EMR children
in all treatments did not significantly differ in the number of cir
cles combined.

On the other hand, normal IQ children in the visual

modeling and verbal modeling treatments did not significantly differ
from the no-modeling treatment in number of circles combined, while
the normal IQ children in the visual-verbal modeling treatment did
(p<»05). This significant finding parallels the significantly en
hanced originality subtest 3 scores noted earlier in the visual-verbal
normal IQ group. Figure 6 illustrates the intelligence X treatment
interaction for the number of circles combined.
In summary, in spite of an overall intelligence effect gen
erally improving scores of normal IQ children, it is evident that,
for both EMR and normal IQ children, visual and verbal modeling

TABLE 3
MEANS FOR THE NUMBER OF CIRCLES COMBINED BY EMR
AND NORMAL IQ CHILDREN IN EACH OF THE FOUR TREATMENTS

Treatment

Child's
Intelligence
Visual

Verbal

Visual Verbal

No-Modeling

Normal

4.56

5.73

12.11

2.94

Retarded

6.13

5.31

3.23

1.85
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TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE FOR
UNWEIGHTED MEANS ANALYSIS FOR COMBINING CIRCLES

F

Source

df

Mean Squares

Intelligence (A)

1

145.190

3.14

NS

Treatment (B)

3

140.187

3.03

.05

3

157.286

3.40

.05

114

46.303

A

X

W. Cell

B

P

Visual
Verbal
••••••••••••a* Visual-Verbal
———— No Modeling
12

11
10
9

8
7

6
•••••••

5
4
3
2

1
i
EMR

1
i
Normal IQ

Number of Circles Combined by EMR and Normal IQ
Iren in Each of the Four Treatment Groups*

enhanced elaboration creative output (although the visual modeling
effect tended to be the consistently stronger of the two).

In fact,

it was evident on all elaboration subtest means that the EMR chil
dren's scores in the treatments with visual and/or verbal modeling
were often brought up to a level equal to or greater than the nomodeling normal IQ treatment group (see graphs in Appendix B). For
example, exposure to the visual-verbal modeling treatment enabled
EMR children to achieve significantly higher elaboration scores on
subtests 1 and 3 than normal IQ children in the no-modeling treat
ment (JJ'S^.01), and scores equivalent to the no-modeling normal IQ
group on subtest 2. The visual modeling treatment enabled the
retardates to achieve significantly higher elaboration scores on
subtest 2 and subtest 3 than normals in the no-modeling treatment,
while retardates in the verbal modeling treatment achieved scores
equivalent to the no-modeling normals only on subtest 1*
A parallel visual modeling main effect was also noted in
originality on subtest 3 and, as previously noted, this subtest
was most like the elaboration training task.

However, post hoc

comparisons of groups within originality on subtest 3 revealed that
individual treatments were far more effective for retarded than for
normal IQ children—and, in fact, visual modeling did not aid normal
IQ children significantly on this subtest. For the EMR children
exposure to visual modeling enabled them to achieve significantly
higher originality scores <£<•05) than normal IQ children in the

no-modeling treatment, while exposure to the visual-verbal modeling
resulted in scores equivalent to the no-modeling normal IQ group.
One interesting finding on subtest 3 was the significantly high orig
inality scores achieved by the visual-verbal modeling normal IQ group
as compared to all other groups.

Analysis of the number of circles

combined in the visual-verbal group confirmed that it was this activ
ity which greatly contributed to their high originality scores on
subtest 3*
An exception to the beneficial effects of modeling an elabora
tion strategy on creative production was noted in originality on
subtest 2*

Here, for normal IQ children, exposure to the modeling

of elaboration produced a drastic reduction in creative output*

This

foreshadows a trend more clearly seen in the analysis of fluency and
flexibility#

Multivariate Analysis for Fluency and Flexibility
Another 2X2X2X2 multivariate analysis of variance de
sign (Morrison, 1967) was used to assess the effects of the four in
dependent variables (verbal modeling, visual modeling, intelligence,
and sex) upon the response vector composed of children's fluency and
flexibility responses on subtests 2 and 3 of the Torrance Test of
Creative Thinking, Figural Form B. This analysis was used to deter
mine whether correlated changes occurred on these response dimensions
as well*

Because fluency and flexibility scores are not applicable

to subtest 1, a separate multivariate analysis was required for this
aspect of the study*

The multivariate analysis enables us to examine

the effects of the treatment variations on these four dependent
measures (fluency and flexibility on subtests 2 and 3) when con
sidered together.

The treatment variation means for each dependent

measure are presented in Table 5.
The overall multivariate analysis of variance in Table 6
indicated no significant verbal modeling, visual modeling, or sex
main effects.

A significant intelligence main effect was found

^mult= 12*45, djf = 4/103, p<»001). Univariate F tests showed
that there were significant differences on three of the four depend
ent measures.

On subtest 2, normal IQ children displayed a signifi

cantly lower level of fluency (F = 16.98, df = 1/106, £<".001)
and flexibility (F = 4.93, <if = 1/106, ja^.029) than the EMR chil
dren. The simultaneous parallel effect on fluency and flexibility
on subtest 2 as a result of an intelligence main effect highlighted
the importance of the strength of the relationship between these two
variables (r, = .83,

E.<.01),

This revealed that, in variance terms,

69% of the factors accounting for fluency can be attributed to factors
also accounting for flexibility.

Univariate F tests indicated that

on subtest 3 normal children obtained a significantly higher level
of flexibility (F = 13.73, df = 1/106, £<.001).
It should be noted that these univariate F tests are somewhat
misleading with regard to intelligence main effects on fluency and
flexibility. Striking interactions among the treatment groups oc
curred, which significantly colored any interpretation of these main
effects, and which must be taken into consideration*

TABLE 5
TREATMENT VARIATION MEANS FOR FLUENCY AND FLEXIBILITY DEPENDENT MEASURES
Dependent Measures
Groups

Fluency
Subtest 2
Subtest 3

Flexibility
Subtest 3
Subtest 2

Training: Separate Cells
Verbalization, Visualization

7.45

8.26

6.87

5.94

Verbalization, No Visualization

8.00

8.75

6.82

6.25

No Verbalization, Visualization

7.64

9.39

6.52

6.67

No Verbalization, No Visualization

9.00

9.83

7.50

6.73

All Verbalization Groups

7.71

8.49

6.85

6.08

All No Verbalization Groups

8.29

9.60

7.21

6.70

All Visualization Groups

7.55

8.84

6.98

6.31

All No Visualization Groups

8.52

9.31

7.17

6.50

Normal IQ Range

7.29

9.60

6.54

7.32

Retarded IQ Range

8.91

8.38

7.39

5.24

Boys

8.12

8.74

7.14

6.31

Girls

7.91

9.36

6.72

6.48

Training: Combined Subjects

Intelligence Level

Sex

TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR FLUENCY
AND FLEXIBILITY BY INTELLIGENCE, SEX AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS

Source

F

DFHYP

DFERR

Verbal (A)

1.38

4

103

NS

Visual (B)

2.03

4

103

.096

12.45

4

103

.001

Sex (D)

.70

4

103

NS

A

X

B

.71

4

103

NS

A

X

C

2.73

4

103

.033

A

X

D

.24

4

103

NS

B X

C

2.93

4

103

.024

B

X D

.23

4

103

NS

C

X D

1.07

4

103

NS

A

X

B

X

C

3.20

4

103

.016

A

X

B

X

D

1.34

4

103

NS

A

X

C

X

D

.70

4

103

NS

B

X

C

X

D

2.39

4

103

.055

A

X

B X

C

.90

4

103

NS

Intelligence (C)

X

D

P
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A significant multivariate interaction between intelligence
and visual modeling was indicated (F^u^= 2.93, df, = 4/103, £^.024);
univariate F tests revealed significant interaction effects on both
fluency (F = 11.12, df = 1/106, £<.001) and flexibility (F = 9.39,
df = 1/106, R<•003) measures computed on subtest 3. The simultane
ous effect on these two measures of creativity again highlighted
the importance of the strength of their relationship (r = .84,
£<.01). This revealed that 71% of the variance accounting for fluen
cy on subtest 3 can be attributed to, accounted for, or associated
with the variance in flexibility on this subtest.

Univariate findings

showed that there was a correlated tendency toward interaction effects
in fluency and flexibility measures on subtest 2, but they did not
reach significance.
Post hoc comparisons of group means involved in the signifi
cant univariate interactions on subtest 3 fluency and flexibility
measures were made by the Scheff£ tests. These tests indicated that
the normal IQ children who were exposed to visual modeling of an
elaboration strategy actually achieved significantly lower fluency
^^.Ol) and flexibility (£^.01) scores than those not exposed, and
in addition they scored significantly lower in fluency (£<»05) than
EMR children who were exposed to visual modeling.

Furthermore, EMR

children exposed to visual modeling of the elaboration strategy
achieved significantly higher fluency (£<»01) and flexibility
(£<•01) scores than those not exposed. Thus, the introduction of
of visual modeling significantly improved fluency and flexibility
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scores for the EMR children on subtest 3, but significantly lowered
fluency and flexibility scores for the normal IQ children. These
interactions are illustrated in Figures 7 and 8.
The trend for visual modeling to depress fluency and flexibil
ity scores in normal IQ children occurred on subtest 2 as well.

Post

hoc comparisons revealed this to be significant (£<»01). On this
subtest, visual modeling did not significantly alter the EMR chil
dren's scores from control or no-modeling levels.
A significant multivariate interaction between child intelli
gence and verbal modeling was also noted

f.=

2.73, elf = 4/103,

£<•033); univariate £ tests showed significant differences in fluency
scores on subtest 2 (F = 4.13, d_f = 1/106, £^.045) and on subtest 3
(F

—

4.90, djE = 1/106, £<.029). Post hoc comparisons indicated that

the normal IQ children receiving the verbal modeling exposure achieved
significantly lower fluency on subtest 2 when compared to EMR children
with the same exposure (£^.01) and all children with no exposure
(£<•01). EMR children with verbal modeling were relatively unaffect
ed in their fluency scores. This interaction is illustrated in Fig
ure 9. Flexibility scores on subtest 2 showed a similar pattern, with
normal IQ children exposed to verbal modeling scoring significantly
lower than normals in the no-modeling treatment (£<»01). Again, the
EMR children appeared to be relatively unaffected (see graph in Appen
dix B).
When examining the significant univariate interactions in
fluency on subtest 3, post hoc comparisons revealed that normal IQ
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Modeling Exposures*

children scored significantly lower as a result of the verbal model
ing exposure than did the normal IQ children without such exposure
(£<*01)*

Furthermore, post hoc comparisons indicated that the EMR

children in the verbal modeling exposure did significantly better than
EMR children without such exposure (£<**01)»
illustrated in Figure 10.

This interaction is

Flexibility scores on subtest 3 showed a

similar pattern, with normal IQ children in the verbal modeling expo
sure tending to score lower than the normals without such exposure*
As in fluency on subtest 3, the EMR children's scores tended to be
improved by verbal modeling.

These observed tendencies did not

achieve significance by post hoc comparisons#
In summary, we have observed a somewhat consistent trend in
the two significant interactions discussed (verbal X intelligence;
visual X intelligence). In both subtests, fluency and flexibility
scores for the normal IQ children with visual or verbal exposure
were significantly depressed, or showed a strong tendency in this
direction, when compared with normals without such exposure*

These

effects, as mentioned previously, had been foreshadowed by the re
sults in originality subtest 2 scores*
The pattern which emerged with regard to the EMR children is
that their fluency and flexibility output with verbal or visual model
ing exposure did not go down but tended either to remain stationary,
as seen in fluency and flexibility on subtest 2, or to increasesignificantly so in most cases on fluency and flexibility subtest 3
scores*
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A trend for a multivariate triple interaction was noted be
tween visual modeling, intelligence, and sex
£<•055)*

2.39, df = 4/103,

The univariate F tests showed a significant triple inter

action in fluency on subtest 2 (F = 5.51, df[ = 1/106, £<.02). Post
hoc comparisons made by Scheffe tests indicated that females of nor
mal intelligence who were exposed to visual modeling obtained signif
icantly lower fluency scores than both the retarded females with this
exposure (£<.01), and the normal 1Q females with no visual modeling
exposure (£<»01). Figure 11 illustrates this interaction effect.
This effect was not significant for males.

This was an isolated sex

interaction effect (no main sex effects were noted) but in itself it
fits the general trend for normal IQ children.
An additional significant multivariate interaction was noted
on Table 6. This was between verbal modeling, visual modeling, and
intelligence

3*20, d£ = 4/103, £<.015). Univariate F tests

indicated that this interaction effect was made up of significant in
teractions in fluency on subtest 2 (F = 4.68, d£ = 1/106, £<.033),
in fluency on subtest 3 (F = 9.75, df = 1/106, £<.002), and in flex
ibility on subtest 3 (F = 7.10, df = 1/106, £<«009).

Examination of

the graph for flexibility on subtest 2 revealed a similar but less
statistically significant interaction pattern (see Appendix B)o
Post hoc comparisons using Scheffe tests indicated that EMR
children in all treatments did not significantly differ from each
other in fluency subtest 2 scores, or from normal IQ children in the
no-modeling treatment.

Furthermore, in all three modeling treatments,
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normal IQ children did not differ significantly from each other, but
they did score significantly lower in fluency when compared to EMR
children in the same modeling treatments (all £*s <*05), and to normal
ZQ children in the no-modeling treatment*
trated in Figure 12*

This interaction is illus

Thus, while the fluency scores in the EMR chil

dren were unaffected by elaboration training, the scores of the normal
IQ children were significantly lower as a result of such training*
Post hoc comparisons of fluency subtest 3 means indicated that
the scores of the EMR children in all three modeling treatments did
not significantly differ from each other, or from the scores of normal
IQ children in the same modeling treatments*

The interesting finding

is that the no-modeling EMR children scored lower than all EMR chil
dren who received modeling treatments (all £*s<*01) while the normal
IQ children in the no-modeling treatment scored significantly higher
than normal IQ children in any of the treatment groups (all £*s<*01)*
Thus, exposure to elaboration modeling significantly improved fluency
subtest 3 scores in EMR children, but significantly lowered the
scores for the normal IQ children*

This interaction is illustrated

in Figure 13*
Post hoc comparisons of flexibility subtest 3 means followed
a similar pattern to those of the fluency means*

Normal IQ children

in the visual modeling and visual-verbal modeling treatments achieved
significantly lower flexibility scores (£,s<*01) than normals in the
no-modeling treatment*

On the other hand, EMR children in the no-

modeling treatment received significantly lower flexibility scores
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than EMR children in the visual modeling treatment (£<.01). This
interaction paralleled the interaction seen in fluency on subtest 3,
and it is illustrated in Figure 14.

In summary, as a result of exposure to visual and/or verbal
modeling of an elaboration strategy, normal IQ children's elaboration
scores on all subtests and originality scores on subtest 3 were sig
nificantly enhanced, while originality scores on subtest 2 and all
fluency and flexibility scores on subtests 2 and 3 were significantly
depressed.

On the other hand, visual and/or verbal modeling of the

elaboration strategy tended to enhance creative output in the EMR
children, not only in elaboration on all subtests, but in originality,
fluency, and flexibility on subtests 2 and 3.

Mimicry Analysis
Theoretically, it is important to consider the amount of
mimicry, or exact copying, of the model's responses that appeared
on the protocols. It could be argued that parallelism between the
circles task in subtest 3 (on which the children responded) and the
squares task (on which the model performed) might have permitted
the children to simply reiterate the model's responses.

Analysis

of the protocols for the children who received exposure to visual
and/or verbal modeling provided contrary evidence.

These groups

together emitted only 39 instances of mimicry out of 811 total re
sponses which were emitted, or 4.81%. Thus, it appears that the
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Mean Flexibility Scores on Subtest 3 Achieved by EMR and
Normal IQ Children in Each of the Four Treatment Groups.

model's performance acted as a catalyst which impelled the children
to generate more creative responses from their own repertoires.
To determine if the experimental treatments differentially
produced mimicry the mean number of mimicry scores were obtained
for both the normal IQ and the EMR children in each of the four
treatment groups.

An analysis of variance for an unweighted means

analysis (Kirk, 1968) was performed and no significant main or
interaction effects were indicated.

CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There has been much theoretical and investigational work in
recent years to support the view that creativity can and should be
trained, and some indications that modeling might be an effective and
readily used tool to accomplish this training. This study was de
signed to explore the premise that the modeling of a creative think
ing strategy could significantly affect specific creative output of
EMR and normal IQ children as measured by the three subtests of the
Torrance Test of Creative Thinking, Figural Form B*

As sequelae of

a logical and orderly structuring of the experimental design,
several hypotheses were formulated and systematically tested.

This

chapter analyzes the conclusions drawn from this hypothesis testing
and includes a discussion of the overall results with recommendations
based on those results*

Conclusions
Multivariate techniques capable of simultaneously analyzing
the effects on all four creativity dimensions have resulted in the
following conclusions:
1. This investigation only partially supports hypothesis
number one that children exposed to verbal modeling
would show significant increments in elaboration*
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Only in elaboration on subtest 1, the stringent test
of generalization, was a significant univariate verbal
modeling main effect noted*
This investigation clearly supports hypothesis number
two that children exposed to visual modeling would show
significant increments in elaboration.

Significant

univariate visual modeling main effects were noted for
all groups on all three tests of generalization.
Hypothesis number three predicted that normal IQ children
would score significantly higher in elaboration than EMR
children of the same chronological age. This hypothesis
was supported by significant intellectual main effects on
all three tests of generalization.

However, there were

clear indications that as a result of exposure to the
modeling of a creative thinking strategy retarded chil
dren's elaboration scores could be brought up to a level
equal to or significantly greater than normals' not
exposed to modeling.
Hypothesis number four, which predicted intellectual main
effects for EMR and normal IQ children of the same
chronological age on fluency, flexibility, and original
ity scores was supported.

Significant univariate intel

ligence effects were noted in fluency and flexibility
on subtest 2 and flexibility and originality on subtest 3.
Multiple interactions were observed which color the
interpretations of these findings.
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Implications
It appears that nonverbal creative performance of both EMR
and normal IQ children of comparable chronological age in the areas
of elaboration, originality, fluency, and flexibility could be
influenced by modeling procedures.

It should not be assumed that

elaboration, originality, fluency, and flexibility are stable, en
during internal predispositions or traits of the individual that
will occur consistently across all situations. Instead, they should
be thought of as characteristics of creative output that may be
influenced by the creative performance of others.
The results of the present study suggest that all children
can profit from being exposed to an enriched environment in which
people are behaving creatively in their presence.

Not only would

normal IQ children profit from creative teachers, but retarded chil
dren in particular would profit because on their own they are not as
spontaneously creative as normal IQ children. Retardates appear
more in need of appropriate creative social cues than normal IQ
children in order to enable them to creatively respond on a level
comparable to normals.
Realizing the important influence of the social environ
ment on children's creative performance, creativity training pro
grams should carefully evaluate the kinds of vicarious experiences
the children are exposed to in their social milieu.

Although

additional research is needed in this area, it does appear that
educators can increase creative performance in children by exposing

them to a creative model. These results suggest that educators
should become more sensitive to the influence that their own
behavior or that of other children in the environment could have in
determining the creative climate of the classroom*
The results of this investigation should also influence
theories of creativity. These results remove credence from trait
factor theories of creativity which suggest that the social en
vironment has little or no influence on internal creative predispo
sitions*

Discussion
This study provides the first evidence that the nonverbal
creative behavior of normal IQ and retarded children is amenable to
vicarious influences.

Not only did the model's performance affect

children's elaboration responses on a parallel task, but it exerted
vicarious effects on two substantially different types of creativity
tasks. These findings of generalization to highly altered experi
mental tasks are consistent with results in prior modeling studies
(e.g., Zimmerman and Rosenthal, 1972a- Zimmerman and Pike, 1972;
Zimmerman and Dialessi, 1973).
It is important to note that the results cannot easily be
explained in terms of simple mimicry.

The model performed on a task

involving squares, which is somewhat different from the Circles task
on subtest 3 (on which the child responded).

Not only were the chil

dren successful in transferring the film mediated creative elabora
tion strategy to the Circles Test, but to Incomplete Pictures
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(subtest 2), which is a firm test of generalization, and then to
Picture Construction Activity (subtest 1), a stringent test of
generalization*

These generalization findings, considered in con

cert with the statistically low frequency of exact mimicry of the
model's responses, suggested that both the retarded and the normal
IQ children were responding to the more general characteristics of
the model's behavior—the elaborative or idea embellishment fac
tor—rather than each discrete response used to exemplify the
elaboration strategy*
The low frequency of mimicry has been previously noted in
vicarious rule«learning studies (Rosenthal, Zimmerman and Durning,
1970) and in vicarious studies of verbal fluency and flexibility
(Zimmerman and Dialessi, 1973)*

These investigations indicated

that the major part of the observer's imitative behavior followed
the more general characteristics of the model's performance, which
is consistent with Bandura's (1969, 1971) mediation hypothesis*
Bandura stated that modeled stimulus events are transformed
and retained in the form of imaginal and verbal memory codes*

It

is assumed that these representational mediators are acquired on the
basis of a contiguity learning process.

Later, there is a rein

statement of these representational mediators, in conjunction with
appropriate environmental cues, to guide subsequent response
utilization*
In light of Bandura's hypothesis, it would seem that the
children in the present investigation abstracted the creative
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elaboration strategy from the model's behavioral display and
stored the information in a form of cognitive representation#
When the children were later given parallel and more stringent tasks
of creative production, the appropriate functional mediators of
overt elaborative behavior were retrieved from storage and used to
enhance elaborative creative performance.
In this investigation, significant visual modeling main
effects were noted for all groups on all three tests of generaliza
tion, and a significant verbal modeling effect was noted on the
elaboration scores on subtest 1, the most stringent test of
generalization. The children exposed to the visual modeling could
easily transfer the imaginal memory codes acquired during the visual
exposure to all three generalization tasks, while children in the
verbal modeling exposure could utilize the acquired verbal memory
codes for elaborative behavior best on the most stringent measure
of generalization.

It appears that verbal explanation of the model's

behavior functioned as a mediational code which the observers could
use to enhance transfer of their divergent production strategy to
a very different type of creative task.
Bryant (1964) has indicated that retarded children fail to
generalize from one stimulus situation to another, or to infer
general rules based on learning in a specific context. The present
study clearly contradicts this contention—in fact, as noted above,
retarded children were able to generalize modeled behavior even on
substantially different types of tests.
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Interestingly, the visual-verbal modeling treatment in
retarded children was clearly superior only in elaboration on
subtest 1.

For all children on all subtests, visual-verbal

modeling was significantly more effective than the no-modeling and
verbal modeling treatments, but not invariably more effective than
the visual modeling treatment.
The uniform superiority of visual modeling for normal IQ
children on all elaboration subtests may well be related to the
possibility that verbal input under the test conditions was redun
dant or even inefficient for them—that perhaps normal children in
this study were able to code most efficiently on a nonverbal task
without the necessity for, or even distraction of, verbal stimuli.
Gerst (1969) noted that, in a film modeling study, precise summary
labels were superior to concrete verbal descriptions in coding for
complex motor responses*

In light of this, it is not surprising that

detailed verbal input did not significantly improve the visual-verbal
group scores over visual modeling alone.
In contrast to the normal IQ youngsters, retarded children
definitely appeared to be aided by verbal input in the visualverbal treatment, significantly so in elaboration on subtest 1. If
retarded children have difficulty attending to the critical dimen
sions of a task (Zeaman and House, 1963) then, as Bandura (1969) has
emphasized, increasing the number and salience of stimuli, used might
be helpful in directing and controlling observer's attention in order
for new response patterns to be acquired.

Adding verbalization to the

visual cues is one way of accomplishing this for retarded children.
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In addition, the fact that EMR children could benefit sig
nificantly from verbal modeling alone or in combination with visual
modeling may represent a hitherto unrecognized receptivity to
verbally modeled codings*
Recently, the effects of verbal cues on retarded children's
observational learning of a conceptual response have received atten
tion by Forehand and Yoder.

These authors reported that on different

generalization test items, modeling only, modeling plus low meaning
verbalization, and modeling plus conceptual verbalization all pro
duced significantly fewer errors than the no-modeling conditions,
and the model plus conceptual verbalization group performed signif
icantly better than the other model groups (Yoder and Forehand, 1974),
They reported that task difficulty was found to be an important
determinant of the effect of verbal cues on modeling*

Those results

suggested that additional cues, such as verbal ones, do facilitate
imitative learning by retarded subjects when the task is difficult.
Thus, it appears that verbal input may not only help label
or code the underlying strategy for the retardates, but aid in di
recting or controlling their attention, thus aiding acquisition of
appropriate representational mediators for later use on generali
zation tasks.

Results further indicate that intelligence is an important
factor in nonverbal elaboration. In all treatment groups, normal
children received significantly higher elaboration scores than the
retarded, although in many cases the retarded children's scores were

brought up to a level equal to or greater than the scores of the
normal IQ children in the no-modeling group*

Furthermore, on the

parallel generalization task (Circles Test) the EMR children's
improvement in the visual modeling and in the visual-verbal
modeling groups was disproportionately greater than the normals'.
However, because of potential ceiling effects, this difference
facilitation may, to a greater degree, reflect test character
istics than IQ effects.
The multivariate procedures have allowed a very complex
analysis of all the main effects that were observed with regard to
all measures of creative output, and many complex interactions
were found that were not previously expected.

When examining

originality measures, multivariate findings indicated that there
were significant interactions between verbal modeling, visual model
ing and intelligence on the children's originality scores on sub
test 3, the task most like the training task.

Retarded children

were significantly aided by visual modeling while normal IQ children
were not. Furthermore, the introduction of visual modeling in orig
inality

on subtest 2 also significantly aided the originality

scores of the retarded children, while its introduction significant
ly depressed the originality scores for the normal IQ children.
Thus, it appears that for normal children the introduction of a
visual creative elaboration strategy significantly enhanced all the
elaboration scores, but as the elaboration scores heightened origi
nality scores were often depressed. Apparently, when the normal IQ

children viewed the model's performance, they were accurately
able to discriminate the precise creativity strategy (pictorial
embellishment of ideas) guiding the model's behavior from other less
emphasized aspects of the creativity performance, and their test
results on the originality dimension underscore this selective
discrimination.
For the retarded group, a different effect was produced.
As a result of exposure to visual elaboration modeling, not only
were elaboration scores significantly enhanced, but other aspects
of their creative performance were increased as well} e,g,, origi
nality on subtests 2 and 3. Apparently the retarded children were
less able to discriminate the precise creative thinking strategy
on which the model's behavior was determined*
It might be assumed that the overall low scores of the
retardates in the no-modeling group were due to non-productivity,
but this was not the case.

Rather, their low scores reflected ir

relevant productivity, often with perseveration. For example, on
the Circles Test, some EMR children in the no-modeling group filled
an entire page with identical faces or suns or random lines which
could not be scored according to Torrance's guidelines.

Retardates

in the modeling treatments tended to produce more relevant responses,
although they were not as selectively geared to the elaboration
strategy as were the normals in these treatments.

These results

indicated that, given the appropriate vicarious social influences,

retarded children were able to perform creatively, although they
may not be expected to do so spontaneously without adequate train
ing.
This study substantiates claims by others that retarded
children do not accurately discriminate stimulus cues and tend to
respond more to the overall demand for some sort of productive
output, thus evincing overgeneralization to similar cues (Astrup,
Sersen and Wortis, 1967).
The only exception to the trend for modeling to shift normal
IQ children's responses toward elaboration at the expense of other
creative modes occurred in originality on subtest 3.

Here, the

visual-verbal groups showed significantly enhanced originality
scores*

In order to explain this seeming paradox, the precise

method of scoring this subtest was examined more closely*
On this subtest, bonus originality points are awarded for
combining of circles (see Chapter 2).

Since one demonstration of

such combining was included in the model videotape, it was strong
ly suspected that transferring this specific activity could poten
tially increase the originality subtest 3 score greatly. Thus, in
order to determine the effect of the model's performance, the test
protocols were analyzed for the total number of circles combined on
subtest 3.
Results of this analysis clearly showed that the retarded
children in all groups did not significantly differ in number of
circles combined.

This further substantiated the notion that the

increased creativity output by the retarded children was a
generalized phenomenon, not related to specific model stimulus
transfer.

On the other hand, normal IQ children in the visual-

verbal modeling group combined significantly more circles than
normals in the no-modeling group#

It therefore appears that it was

not a non-specific overall increase in creativity but a highly
selective, highly specific transfer of modeled behavior which pro
duced this test result.
When examining the multivariate findings related to the
fluency and flexibility variables, the data indicated that these
variables were highly correlated with each other.

This high cor

relation between flexibility and fluency has also been observed in
vicarious studies of verbal fluency and flexibility (Zimmerman and
Dialessi, 1973). These authors found a simultaneous increase in
both response measures as a function of increases in only the model
fluency. They reported a correlation of .70 between fluency and
flexibility measures on a parallel task of generalization, and a
correlation of .84 on a stringent generalization task.
In the present investigation, the normal IQ children in the
no-modeling treatment tended to receive higher fluency and flexi
bility scores on subtests 2 and 3 when compared with normals in any
of the three modeling treatments.

When these findings are compared

with the findings on elaboration, it is apparent that normal IQ
children in the no-modeling treatment produced many responses which
were simply executed, with little embellishment.

As a result of

exposure to elaborative modeling, the normal IQ children tended to
highly increase their elaboration but they did so on fewer response
items. It would appear from the data here, as well as the data in
originality on subtest 2, that normals exposed to elaborative
modeling behavior shifted from being creative in general to being
creative like the model was, i.e., mainly increasing creative elabora
tion.

Naturally, if they were able to accurately detect the precise

cognitive rule under which the model was functioning, the normals
would tend to focus mainly on elaboration.

With an increased focus

on elaboration, other measures of creative production would be ex
pected to become depressed as elaboration was enhanced, assuming
some degree of interdependence.
Thus, if a child is focusing on elaborating his responses
to the exclusion of other characteristics of creative performance,
it is apparent that fewer items would be dealt with. Thus, as
elaboration goes up for the child, fluency goes down.

Because

fluency and flexibility are so correlated, as fluency goes down one
would expect flexibility to go down; and this is precisely what
happened.
When examining the performance of the retarded children, it
was apparent that retarded children in all three modeling groups
achieved higher fluency scores on subtest 3 than retardates in the
no-modeling treatment. In examining the retarded children's per
formance in flexibility on subtest 3 and fluency and flexibility on
subtest 2 there was also a general trend for visual modeling and
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verbal modeling to enhance creative output*

Thus, in the retar

dates we see quite a different pattern than was expressed in the
normal IQ children. Here we see a general increase, in all crea
tive measures, as a result of exposure to modeling of an elabora
tion strategy, while in the normals there was a depression in
these creative measures*
Retarded children in the no-modeling group produced fewer
scorable (Torrance criteria) responses with few elaborations, but as
a result of exposure to modeling treatment they elaborated more and
produced more responses.

Because of the high correlation between

fluency and flexibility, as fluency increased in the retarded chil
dren exposed to the modeling influence, so did flexibility.
Thus, as retarded children increased in elaboration as a
result of elaborative modeling, many other measures of creative pro
duction tended to be enhanced as well.

On the other hand, with the

normal IQ children, as elaboration was enhanced (along with origi
nality on subtest 3) many other measures of creative production
tended to be depressed.

Once again it appears that normal IQ children

were able to sagaciously discriminate the criteria by which the
model's creative behavior was determined and so they shifted from
engaging in some forms of creative behavior to engaging more in
that dimension of creative behavior exemplified by the model (i.e.,
mainly elaboration). Whereas the retarded children who had general
ly low level of creative performance in all aspects of creativity

simply produced more creative output in general, these children
appeared less able to discriminate the precise instrumental response
class of creativity exemplified, and thus all classes of creativity
improved#

Recommendations for Further Research
While answering some questions, this study has opened new
vistas in creativity research and exposed new questions. Further
investigation of these could yield meaningful additions of
knowledge to the field of creativity training and theory.
1*

Is all creative performance actually rule-governed
behavior such that the acquisition of an appropriate
rule is a necessary and/or sufficient condition for
creative output?

2*

If the dimensions of creativity are responsive to
modeling, could specific areas of creative output be
identified and selectively manipulated?

3. Could the techniques used in this study be applied to
severely mentally retarded and disadvantaged children,
and children with learning disabilities, with similar
results?
4»

If this study were repeated, looking at verbal measures
of creative output, would the results be similar?

5»

Could effective programs of enhancing creativity with

modeling be developed to the point that methods of
assessing and insuring the permanence of this enhance
ment would have to become part of the curriculum?
6«

Videotape is now well established and widely available
in classrooms throughout the country. Will this prove
to be the most malleable and adaptable modeling tool,
or will other techniques be more useful?

Could teachers

using videotaped child models from their own classrooms,
be taught to develop their own innovative uses of
these techniques?
The list of areas to be explored and further research to be
done is limited only by the imagination and energy of those who see
the possibilities unearthed by this work, and who share a sense
of its importance.

APPENDIX
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PICTORIAL ELABORATION AND A
TRANSCRIPTION OF VERBALIZATION
USED IN MODELING TREATMENTS
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Transcription of Model's Verbalization Used
In Verbal and Visual-Verbal Modeling Treatments
"Well let me see. I think on this one I'll make a robot with
round eyes and some arms at the side and I'll put some antennae on
top.

Oh, that would be a good idea—with circles on top of them.

Let me see—I can put x's inside the circles.
antennae. I like that idea.
middle of the antennae.
a triangle nose.

Oh, they are good

And we could put a wheel right in the

And then I could put in a zigzag mouth and

Oh, that would be a good idea. Then we could put

some rectangles for ears—one rectangle on each side and a zigzag
line coming out on each side—that would be a real good idea. I
like that. And a square body, with circles for dials inside.
could put a number in too.

And I

That would be good. And then we can put

in hands, and two arms with curved things at the ends. I think that
would be good.

And I could put legs on, long legs with little square

shoes. Oh, I think that's really good.

I think that's all I'll do

on this one.
"Let me see—on this next square I think I'll do a house, that's
a great idea, with a pointed roof and with a chimney made of brick.
I'll put some lines on the chimney for the bricks.

And then I could

have some smoke coming out, curlicue smoke. Oh, I Like that idea.
Then I could put in a big front door with a window in the door, with
drapes.

And it could even have a Christmas tree inside.

Let's see—

I can put in a window in the attic, with a happy face looking through
it, a little boy, and he's smiling at us.

He could have short hair

and he could have a big smile and eyes, and we could have a front

walk in front of the door and grass on the front lawn and flowers—
a tulip with leaves and even a rabbit with a big round face and big
ears and a round body and whiskers and little feet*

Maybe next I

could put in a tall tree with leaves on top and a knothole*

And on

the other side of the house I could put a big stick in the ground
and a rope going to the building*

And then I could put in a clothes

line with some trousers hanging down.
the line*

And I could put a sock on

I think that's all I'll do on this picture*

"Let's see—-I think I'll make a man in prison*

I'll make a

building around the square and make a few little lines for bricks,
just a few bricks here and there*

On the inside, I can put some

straight lines down for the bars of the jail—I like that*

Then I

can have a man inside with a round face and eyes and a sad mouth*
And he can have a hat with stripes on it, and trousers and a shirt
with stripes on those, too*
with a mattress and posts*
make a chair*

And he could have a bed next to him
And on the other side of him I could

I think that's all I'll draw on that one*

"Let me see—on the next one I'll make a woman looking through
a window*

I can put shutters on the sides with lines for slats*

And

I can put handles on them so she can close the shutters. Then I can
put two drapes and a glass window.

And then I could put a mommy

looking through that window—she could have curly hair, and I'll put
in eyes and a sad mouth because she is looking for her little girl
and boy—they haven't come home yet. And a pretty dress and a dark
apron*

And then I'll put some long lines down the middle and make it
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look like window panes*

And at the bottom I think I'll make a

window box with three flowers in it—-a tulip and some other kinds
of curly flowers with leaves at the sides. I think that would be
really nice. I think that's all I'll do on this one.
"Now on this one I think I'll draw a big castle with a
tower on top and some pointed roofis to make it really look like a
castle--sort of like a king's crown you put on your head.

And

there's a window in the tower, and we can put a little girl with
long hair coming down out of the window. Then we could put a big
front door and some windows all over.

And now why don't we have the

face of a king, with eyes and a nose and a smile on his face and a
crown. And we should put a moat with water all around the castle.
Then I can put in a bridge from the door of the castle over the
water, and I'll make it dark and color it in with shading--Oh, I
like that idea—I'll bet people could walk into the castle over the
water.

Now I'll put in some ropes to hold the bridge up and if we

want to close the door on the castle we can just pull the bridge up.
I think that's all I'll do on that one.
"On the next square here, I think I'll make that one into a
rocket ship with a big point on top and then I can divide the
square into three parts.

In the middle part I can make a big door

with a handle and in the bottom part I'll put some stars, maybe four
or five, and in the top part of the square I'll put a big U S A—it's
a USA rocket ship.

And on the sides of the square I can put extra

wings to help it go into the sky—one on each side—and in the back

I can put some tailpipes with smoke coming out, like big rocketships that go to the moon* Wow!

And maybe I can put a window on

top in the point, and a girl looking out with a big smile because
she's going on that rocketship too. I can put a smiling face and
eyes and hair*

I think that's all 1*11 do on this one.

"Let's see—down here on the bottom two I think I'll make
a big school bus all around the squares.

And then 1 think I'll put

in some wheels, two wheels, one under each window, some with spokes
in them, and then some fenders over the wheels.

And then in the

back I'll put a tailpipe with smoke coming out of it. This schoolbus is going to pick up children now. Then in the back window I'm
going to put in some chairs—wouldn't that be a good idea—and in
the front window I can have some handles coming down from the top
of the bus.

And I can put a boy and maybe a girl in with a smile

9

on her face and long hair and she can hold onto the window, and she
can wear a pretty dress.

And maybe above the girl I can write the

word SCHOOLBUS in big letters right on top of the bus—big, big
letters. And maybe in the front of the schoolbus I can make a driver
who could be sitting in the front and we could see him from the
window. He could hold onto the steering wheel and drive the bus. He
could have a happy face and a hat on and sit in his seat and drive
the schoolbus—that's a good idea.
of schoolbooks on the back seat.

Let's see—let's put a big stack

That's all I'll do on this one.

"Let me see—on this other square I think I'll make a windmill
with triangles on top for things that turn in the wind."
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